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Annual Report
of the
Municipal Officers
of the
Town of Sorrento
For the fiscal year 
July 1, 1997 -June 30, 1998
and the
Warrant
For the fiscal year Julyl, 1998 - June 30, 1999
The Annual Town Meeting will take place during two days.
Monday, September 14, 1998: Election of Officers:
Polls will be open from 2:00 pm to 7:00 pm at the Sorrento Town Hall.
Tuesday, September 15, 1998: The remaining buisness under the 
warrant will be conducted beginning 7:00 pm at the Community Building.
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Dorothy Andrews Bohiin
Dot was bom March 3, 1924 - one of the most delightfully happy-go-lucky persons on 
this earth.
She, like most people, has lived through many sorrows but no one would ever guess it. 
She has so much compassion for others.
She has many native and summer resident friends. Dot does not meet a stranger! 
Everyone greets her with love down at the town pier, or stops around to visit with her every 
summer. Many people don't have an idea what her last name is. They just know she's "Dot."
She's well known by at least five generations. She has worked for summer residents for 
over thirty-five years: the Boyds, Montgomerys, Clarks, Wilsons, Sherman and Gifford 
Ewing. Dot continued on where her grandmother, Ethel Andrews, known to many at "Aunt 
Teet," and her mother, Vera Andrews Reardon, left off.
Dot married Albert Bohiin, Sr. in 1942, and moved to New York City where her son Albert,
Jr. was bom. The big city was not for her! They moved back to Sorrento where her heart was 
happiest among her beloved Sorrento friends and family. She has lots of wonderful memories 
and loves to talk about them. She's especially proud of her grandson, Trevor, to say nothing 
about her love for her daughter-in-law, Janet.
Duchess and Pollyanna, Dot's birds, fill her days with delightful chirps and companion-
i j
ship. For years Dot couldn't resist a cute kitten, especially white ones, and kept a full house j 
of feline critters.
When it comes to playing cards, Dot's a champ. She cordially invites her sister or ]
’•J
neighbors to a friendly game of Yahtzee or Canasta.
There was one endeavor Dot tried to conquer which was simply hilarious and that was \ 
trying to learn to drive a car. She drove the car up on a rock pile and knocked down a 
mailbox from its post. She just could not master the gas pedal, steering and shifting gears |
all at the same time. It was determined Dot was not cut out to be a driver. The roadways have .'j
jf
definitely benefited by her being a passenger!
(j
Town Officers
Selectman, Assessors and General Assistance Officers
Louis Sutherland Robert Wilpan Constance Dedam
Term Expires 1998 Term Expires 1999 Term Expires 2000 
422-6803 422-9115 422-3219
Town Clerk, Tax Collector and Treasurer
Esther Clement 422-6889
Road Commissioner
Frank Trundy, Jr.
Fire Chief
Dwight Freeman (Sept. ‘97 to July ‘98)
John Mickel (Acting Fire Chief July ‘98 to Sept. ‘98)
Code Enforcement Officer
Walter Guyette, Jr. 422-3908
Animal Control Officer
Patricia (Winslow) Abbott 422-9108
Health Officer
Judy High
Habormaster
Charles Bunker 422-6841
Deputy Harbormaster
Ron Libby 422-3148
Harbor Secretary
Esther Clement 422-6889
Emergency Management Director
Dwight Freeman
Community Building Committee
Dwayne Clement Virginia Guyette Heather Parker 
Jill Hastings Diane Kovacs
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School Board
Susan Guyette Term Expires 1998 
Janet Wilpan Term Expires 1999 
Phil Buteau Term Expires 2000
911 Addressing Officer
Judy High
Superintendent of Schools
Harvey K elly, Jr.
Mountain View Principal - William Dove 
Sumner High Principal - Sally Leighton
Planning Board
Walter Guyette, Jr., Chair. Ruth Clark Michael Tansey
Board of Appeals
Judith High Deborah Metzler Harold Page Frank Trundy, Jr.
H arbor Committee
Peter Metzler Charles Bunker Robert Marshall Steve McMullen 
Crosby Noyses, Jr Louis Sutherland Jr. Frank Trundy, Jr.
Coastal Recycling Town Director
John Dedam
Plumbing Inspector
Joseph Havey 565-3385
Auditor
Dow & Wadman
State Senator 
Jill Goldthwait
Representative to Legislature 
Bill Pinkman
Legislative Address 
Senate Chamber 
Augusta, ME 04333
Capital Address 
House of Representatives 
State House, Station #2 
Augusta, ME 04333 
Telephone: 287-1400 
287-4469 (TDD)
Toll Free: 1-800-423-2900
Telephone: 287-1505
Toll Free: 1-800-432-6900
Assessor’s Report July, 1997 - June, 1998
Raised and Appropriated Town Meeting 160,440.00
County Tax 19,818.70
Schoodic CSD 81,467.76
Flanders CSD 84,324.98
Overlay 16.799.81
$362,851.25
Minus State Revenue Sharing <9.000.00>
Net Assessment for Commitment $353,851.35
Appropriated from Surplus & Sinking Funds 106.500.00
Total Budget $460,351.25
Property Exempt by Law 
Partial 
Total
Total Value Real Estate 
Total Value Personal Estate
Total Taxable Valuation
Mil Rate 7.91
75,000.00
501.100.00
44,496,395.00
238.200.00 
$44,734,595.00
Tree Growth Classifications:
Richard and Nathaniel Chafee 114 acres
Ruth Clark 146 acres
Sorrento Co., Inc. 158 acres
Total 418 acres
Nature Conservancy:
Dram Island 10 acres
Preble Island 75 acres
Total 85 acres
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Town of Sorrento, Maine
1999 Assessor’s Notice
In accordance with Title 36, M.R.S.A., Sec.706, as amended, the Assessors of 
the Town of Sorrento hereby give notice to all persons liable to taxation in said 
municipality, that they will be in session at the Town office in said municipality on the 
1st of April 1999at 7:00 PM for the purpose of revising lists of the estates taxable in 
said municipality.
Owners
All persons liable to taxation in the Town of Sorrento, Maine and all 
Administrators, Executors, Trustees, etc., of all estates taxable in said municipality of 
such persons are hereby notified to furnish to THE ASSESSORS TRUE AND 
PERFECT LISTS OF ALL THEIR ESTATES, REAL AND PERSONAL, not by law 
exempt from taxation, of which they were possessed on the first day of April, 1999 and 
be prepared to make oath to the truth of the same and to answer all proper inquiries as 
in writing as to the nature, situation and value of their property liable to be taxed.
Estates Distributed
And when estates of persons deceased have been distributed during the past 
year, or have changed hands from any cause, the executor, administrator, or other such 
persons interested, are hereby warned to give notice of such change, and in default of 
such notice will be held under law to pay the tax assessed although such estate has 
been wholly distributed and paid over.
Persons Doomed
And any person who neglects to comply with this notice is hereby barred to 
his right to make application to the ASSESSORS or any appeal therefrom, for any 
abatement of his taxes, unless he furnishes such list with his application and satisfies 
them that he was unable to furnish it at the time appointed.
Blank schedules will be furnished at the Assessors’ Office on application
Louis Sutherland 
Robert Wilpan 
Constance Dedam
Assessors
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Selectman's Report
Administration
Resources
Appropriation for Administration
Insurance Reim. and Dividends
Giin Permits
Frontiervision
Junkyard permit
Sale of Stumpage
35,500.00
1,027.00
50.00
318.00
100.00 
256.44
$37,251.44
Expended
Compensation 
L. Sutherland 
R. Wilpan
C. Dedam 
E. Clement
D. Freeman
2.900.00
2.350.00
2.300.00
11,000.00
1.500.00
$20,050.00
Printing and Supplies 
Ames
Esther Clement 
Louis Sutherland 
Mark's Printing House 
NEBS 
Staples
Liens Costs 
Reg. of Deeds 
USPS
Public Notices 
Bangor Daily 
Els. American
Civil Emergency Preparedness 
Dan Bierman
63.39
56.18
45.98
326.00 
153.78 
427,31
$1,072.64
0.55
38.78
$39.33
38.77
22,50
$61.27
100.00
$100.00
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Administration (continued)
Transfers of Deeds
Hancock Registiy of Deeds
Legal Elections 
Bea Abbott 
Brian Clement 
Diane Kovacs 
Esther Clement 
Evon Fenton 
Judith High 
Sandra Libby 
Sturgis Haskins
Moderator Fees 
Earl Bierman 
Lawrence Lewis
School Board Stipends 
Phil Buteau 
Susan Guyette 
Janet Wilpan
50,12
$50.12
255.00
48.75
48.75
277.50
112.50 
251.25
41.25
120.00
$1,155.00
50.00
70.00
$ 120.00
50.00 
110.00 
120,00
$280.00
Utilities
Bangor Hydro 
Paul Martin 
AT&T 
Bell Atlantic 
NYNEX 
Esther Clement
Office Space Rental 
Esther Clement
206.44
666.03 
64.00
397.67
149.04 
24,35
$1,507.53
1.500,00
$1,500.00
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Administration (continued)
Postage 
C Dedam 
L. Sutherland 
Robert Wilpan 
Sorrento PO 
/USPS
14.25
6.00
17.75
160.00
643.01
$841.01
Travel
Esther Clement 
P. Winslow
427.55
37.20
$464.75
Town Reports
Dwayne Clement 
Freeman 
Pioneer Print
75.00
75.00 
1.026.13
$1,176.13
Manuals
Me. Chief of Po 
MMA
Nationl Reports
9.60
61.50
267.00
$338.10
Association Dues 
M.M.T.C.T.A. 
MMA 
Mtcca 
Sams Club
15.00 
737.00
15.00
55.00
$822.00
Education Workshops 
Esther Clement 
M.M.T.C.T.A.
60.00
35.00
$95.00
Homestead Exemption Expenses 
Judith High 
Sullivan
25.00
13.50
$38.50
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Administration (continued)
Audit
E.J.McInnis 1.335.00
$1,335.00
Assessors Fees
Mark Gibson 700.00
$700.00 
Total; $31,746.38
Balance Carried: $5,505.06
Treasurer. State of Maine
Resources
ATV State Registration 96.00
ATV Town Fee 8.00
Snowmobile Registration 50.00
Snowmobile State Sales Tax 25.00
Snowmobile Town Fee 3.00
State Hunting & Fishing 1,013.00
Boat Excise, Reg. & State Sales Tax 5,689.50
Dog Licenses 532.00
Plumbing Permits 1.148,00
$8,564.50
Expended
State ATV Registration 
Snowmobile Registration 
Snowmobile State Sales Tax 
State Hunting & Fishing 
State Boat Registration 
Boat Sales Tax 
Dog Licenses 
State Plumbing Permits
96.00
50.00
25.00
1.013.00
817.00
1.902.00 
169.50
292.00
$4,364.50
Balance to Surplus: $4,200.00
Animal Welfare
Resources
Appropriated 500.00
Dog Licenses 532.00
Expended
State of Maine 169.50
Patricia (Winslow) Abbott 352.00
Animal Clinic 60.00
Balance to Surplus:
Streetlights
Appropriated 
Expended
Bangor Hydro
Balance to Surplus:
4,000.00
3.580.26
Insurance
Resources
Appropriated 10,000.00
MMA dividend 1,027.00
Expended
Maine Municipal Association 8,704.00
Balance to Surplus:
$1,032.00
$581.50 
* $450.50
$419.74
$2,323.00
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Trash Disposal & Recycling
Resources
Balance
Appropriated
Sale of Trash Bag Stickers
Expended
Trash Pickup
R. F. Jordan & Sons
Trash Stickers (Printing)
Pioneer Printing
Bulky Trash Pickup 
R. F. Jordan & Sons
Bulky Trash Pickup Mailing 
J. Wilpan
Sawyer Tipping Fees (Bulky Trash) 
R. F. Jordan & Sons
Coastal Recycling 
Coastal Recycling
Coastal Recycling 
Lisa Wamsley
Board of Health 
Judith High
Recycling Pickup 
Coastal Recycling
0.00
16,500.00
2.055.00
$18,555.00
9,890.75
233.00
520.00
35.00
329.80
1.316.00
500.00
100.00
1.755.00
$14,679.55
Balance to Surplus: $3,875.45
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County Ambulance
Appropriated 1,180.00
Expended 1.180.00
Balance:
I
I
Landfill Closure/Sand & Salt Shed Bond
Appropriated 3.200.00
Expended
Union Trust 2,695.89
(Principal double billed last year)
Balance to Surplus:
Snow Removal and Sanding
Appropriated 22,600.00
Expended
F. Trundy, Jr. 22.600.00
Balance:
Stockpile & Repairs
Appropriated 12,000,00
Expended
Road Salt Stockpile
Harcros Chem. 3,666.48
Sand & Salt Shed - Electric
Bangor Hydro 299.15
$0.00
$504.11
$0.00
$12,000.00
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Stockpile and Repairs (Continued)
Road Sand Stockpile 
Paul Martin 8,157.50
Equipt Maintenance-Plow Blades 
Howard Farfield 753.58
Overdraft from Surplus:
Lone Pond Water District
Appropriated
Expended
22.950.00
22.950.00
Balance
Repairs of Town Roads
Appropriated 10.000.00
Expended
Town Roads & Bridges 
Robert Johnson 1,089.00
Town Roads & Bridges 
Dept of Agricul 66.00
Roads - Maintenance 
L. Sutherland 34.00
Roads - Maintenance 
Robert Johnson 3,515.50
Roads - Maintenance 
Rusty Gordon 300.00
$12,876.71
($876.71)
$0.00
$10,000.00
Roads - Supplies 
W.H.Shurtleff 1,047.92
Repairs of Town Roads (Continued)
Roads - Mowing
Richard Havey 487.50
Heavy Loads Signs
Els.American 30.00
Thaw culverts
Anderson Wash 65.00
Balance to Surplus:
Sorrento Shorline Improvemnet Project (S.H.LP.)
Resources
Previous Balance $68.77
Donations 4.461.35
Expended
Alexandra Whitney 597.28
New Land Nurseiy Final payment 2.296,00
Balance Carried:
Village Green
Resources
Balance 125.00
Appropriated 400.00
Expended
Fenton 55.10
Guyettebros 250.00
Guyettebros 250.00
Overdraft from Surplus:
$6,634.92
$3,365.08
$4,530.12
$2,893.28
$1,636.84
$525.00
$555.10
($30.10)
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Education
Assessed
Flander's Bay CSD 
Schoodic CSD
Expended
Flander's Bay CSD 
Schoodic CSD
Sorrento Scholarship Fund
Appropriated
Expended
84.324.98
81.467.76
$165,792.74
84.324.98
81.467.76
$165,792.74 
Balance: $0.00
2,000.00
2.000.00
Balance: $0.00
Repairs to Town Property
Resources
Appropriated 10,000.00
Balance 1997 11.935.53 $21,935.53
Expended
C. W. Clark 367.94
Don Richardson 79.00
Dwayne Clement 390.99
Freeman 3,878.00
Guay Fire Equip 212.00
Kent Hastings 1,415.52
LA Gray 1,158.52
LA Gray 328.51
Overhead Door 559.57
Robert Johnson 520.00
Sherwin Williams 797.05 $9,707.10
Balance Carried: $12,228.43
j
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I
Plumbing Permits
Resources
Balance 1997 746.25
Permits Issued 1.148.00 $1,894.25
Expended
J. Havey 876.00
State of Maine 292.00 $1,168.00
Balance Carried: $726.25
Harbor & Town Pier
Resources
Appropriated from Sinking Fund 6,500.00
$6,500.00
Expended
Utilities
Bangor Hydro 272.18
Bell Atlantic 255.26
NYNEX 161.16
Long Pond Water 120.00
Hbr Repairs/Maintenance
C. W. Clark 128.40
Cathy Herson 160.00
Charles Bunker 500.00
Frank Trundy 1,080.00
LA Gray 217.89
Harbor Master Salary
Charles Bunker - 1,035.00
Boat Excise Sticker
State of Maine 3.00
Mooring Stickers Printing
Downcast Graph. 433.23
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Harbor & Town Pier (Continued)
Training
Me Hbr Master 165.00
HM Mileage
Charles Bunker 60.00
Assistant Harbor Master Salary
Ron Libby 300.00
Harbor Secretary Salary
Esther Clement 345.00
Balance to the Sinking Fund:
Community Building (Handicapped Accessibiltv)
Resources
Balance 4,000.00
Appropriated from Surplus 11,000.00
Expended 0.00
Balance Carried:
C.E.O
Resources
Appropriated 
Permits Issued
Expended
W. Guyette, Jr. 
1997-98 
1996-97
1,000.00
760,00
828.50
75.00
Balance to Surplus:
$5,236.12
$1,263.88
$15,000.00
$1,760.00
$903.50
$856.50
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Community Building
Resources
Apropriated 
Donations/T ransfer
i
5,000.00
336.07
$5,336.07
i
Expended
Utilities
Bangor Hydro 
Paul Martin 
Bell Atlantic 
NYNEX
Long Pond Water
976.12 
1,602.30 
233.65 , 
145.22 
390.80
Maintenance 
C. W. Clark 275.68
Grounds Maintenance 
Dwayne Clement 75.00
Custodian
Diane Kovacs 207.00
Supplies
Dunbar's Store 95.01
Miscellaneous 
Trash Stickers 10.00
Transfer donations to C.B. Checking 336.07
$4,346.85
Balance to be transfered to C.B Checking: $989.22
County Tax
Assessed
Expended
19,818.70
County Treasurer 19,818.70
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Sorrento Planning Board. Comp. Plan & 911 Comm.
Resources
Balance 1,394.62
Appropriation 1.000.00 $2,394.62
Expended
Planning Board Member Fees
Barbara Mumame 160.00
Ruth Clark 150.00
Michael Tansey 70.00
Walter Guyette, Jr. 160.00
Advertisement-Notices Pin Brd
Bangor Daily News 80.25
Ellsworth American 11.00
911 Street Signs-Additional Signs and Installation
Penobscot County Treasurer 40.00
Dwight Freeman 2,400.00
Hancock County Plan. Com.
1997-98 Dues 400.00
1998-99 Dues 400.00
911 Committee Fees
Barbara Mumame 150.00
Judith High 150.00
Walter Guyette, Jr. 120.00 $4,291.25
Overdraft from Surplus: ($1,896.63)
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New Town Office
Resources
Balance
Donations
1
64,000.00
10.975.00
$74,975.00
Expended
Modular Building 
Coastline Homes 59,780.00
Foundation f/new town office
>
Atwater Concrete Inc. 
Paul J. Martin 
Kent S. Hastings
3,800.00
2,836.26
259.61
Furnace
C. W. Clark 4,000.00
Electrical work
Bangor Hydro Electric 
Bud Lee Electrical Contractor 
Dwayne Clement
18.00
394.88
277.11
Plumbing
C. W. Clark 
Joseph Havey
1,070.30
100.00
Septic Application 
Magiera 200.00
Handicapped Ramp 
Dwight Freeman 
LA Gray Lumber Co. 
Jeff Austin
1,103.00
442.46
339.00
Counter top for Clerk's office 
HQ 256.32
Site Cleanup and HQ Pickup 
Craig Clement 104.10
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New Town Office (Continued)
Lights
HQ 51.88
Materials and Supplies
LA Gray Lumber Co. 2.033.97
Balance Carried
Fire Department
Resources
Appropriation 19,700.00
Nature Conservancy 75.00
Town of Sullivan 958.00
Reimburement of incorrect payment 33.02
County ambulance 1,000.00
Sale of Rowboat 350.00
Insurance Reimbursemnt 1,860.61
Reimbusement of Federation Memberships 18.00
Sale of Used Equipment 54.64
Sherwin-Williams credit refund 59.67
FEMA/MEMA 450.00
Expended
Electricity 208.73
Heat CB Station 411.84
Heat Village Staion 419.06
Fuel 1,714.90
Phone (includes fire phone network,
Cell phone, pagers etc. 1,649.79
Water 250.00
Dispatch 750.00
Association dues / Publications 376.00
Education 1,183.45
Hose, fittings, appliance and equipment 4,129.42
up-dates and replacements
Vehicle and equipment maintenance and repairs 11,695.26
$77,066.89
($2,091.89)
$24,108.94
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Fire Department (Continued)
SCBA Equipment Purchases 
SCBA Maintenance
Personal Protective Equipment Maintenance
Personal Protective Equipment Purchases
Radio maintenance / repair / replacement
Administrative
Station Maintenance
Trash
Refreshments
Fire Truck Loan
Resources
Appropriated form Surplus 
Appropriated form Surplus 
Irving Trust (Fire Truck Loan) 
Sale of Seagraves Fire Truck
Expenses
Purchase of Fire Truck
Northeast Fire Apparatus, Inc. 
Fire Truck Loan Principal 
Irving Trust
Fire Truck Loan Interest
44.50
148.00 
653.62
2,393.00 
4,645.74 
268.49 
516.99
15.00
27,69 $31,501.48
O verdraft from Surplus: ($7,392.54)
20,000.00
7,473.28
45,000.00
1.500,00
$73,973.28
65,000.00
7,500.00
L473.28
$73,973.28
Municipal Sewaee
Transfers to Checking from Municipal Sewage Savings 
(for the following and previous expenses)
7/1/96 to 6/30/97 928.98
7/1/97 to 6/20/98 L749.83
$2,678.81
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Municipal Sewage (Continued)
Expended
7/1/96 to 6/30/97 
Maintenance
Donald Richardson 30.00
Louis Sutherland 35.00
Clyde Webber Sr. 100.00
Paul J. Martin 111.00
Robert Johnson 479.00
S755.00
Water Analysis
Louis Sutherland 291.00
John Fancy, Inc. 349.00
$640.00
7/1/97 to 6/20/98 
Maintenance
American Concrete Industries 175.00
Anderson Marine 132.83
Donald Richardson 70.00 $245.00
John Fancy, Inc. 18.00
Robert Johnson 245.00
$640.83
Water Analysis - Sewage
John Fancy, Inc. 218.00
$218.00
Total Expended: $2,498.83
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Public Safety
Resources
Balance $362.34
Expended
1 Supplies and Maintenance
/ Ellsworth Chain 13.45
Anderson Marine 27.29
Ellsworth Agway 40.15
$80.89
Bever removal
U.S. Dept of Agriculture 30.00
$30.00
Total Expended: $110.89
Balance Carried: $251.45
Brush DiDOsal
Resources
Balance $1,900.00
Expended
Don Richardson 200.00
Prescott Briggs 1,000.00
Sandra Preble 250.00
$1,450.00
Balance to Surplus: $450.00
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General Assistance
Resources
Appropriated
State Gen. Assis. Reimbursment 
Donations
Expended
Jordan Funeral Home
2,000.00
392.50
309.56
$2,702.06
785.00
$785.00
Balance to Surplus: $1,917.06
Block Grant Roads
Resources
Appropriated from Block Grant Roads Account 36,000.00
Expended
Lane Construction Co. 36.161.17
Balance from Surplus: ($161.17)
Harbor Riprap
Resources
Raised and Appropriated 4,000.00
Appropriated from Sinking Fund 4.000.00
$8,000.00
Expended $0.00
Balance Carried: $8,000.00
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Donations and Charities
Coastal Acadia Dev. Corp.
Appropriated
200.00
Maine Coast Memorial Hospital 370.00
Phil Buteau/Little League 300.00
Grand Auditorium 300.00
Eastern Agency on Aging 100.00
YMCA Downeast Family 725.00
Ellsworth Public Library 1155.00
Washington\Hancock Comm. Agcy 308.00
Downeast Horizons 750.00
Frenchmans Bay Library 50.00
Sorrento\Sullivan Hist Society 500.00
Doanes Pt Cemetary Corp 500.00
Community Health & Counseling 302.00
Small Community Grant Program (Septic System Replacements)
Resources
Balance 879.34
Property Owner Payments 687.10
Expended
Esther Clement 100.00
Els. American 27.50
Robert Johnson 1,307.50
Robert Johnson 6.471.83
Balance:
$1,566.44
$7,906.83
($6,340.39)
Owed from State: $6,183.90
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Ice Storm Recovery Management
Resources
FEMA/MEMA 
Reimbursement of Sales Tax
Expended
Food Vouchers
11,825.00
83.70
750.00
$11,908.70
Purchase of Two Generators 
Louis Sutherland 
Home Depot
1478.70
1395.00
Bucket loader work 
Frank Trundy, Jr. 347.58
Backhoe/screened salt sand 
Paul J. Martin 2330.50
Rock salt
Harcros Chemicals, Inc. 1060.44
Labor/chipper/truck/cleanup 
Frank Trundy, Jr.
Sawing/cutting trees/Ice Storm 
Kent S. Hastings 
Wade Sargent 
Sorrento Fire Department 
Frank Trundy, Jr.
3375.00
105.00
90.00
450.00
72.00
$11,454.22
Balance to Surplus: $454.48
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TREASURER'S REPORT
Town of Sorrento Fiscal year 7/1/97 - 6/30/98
Balance July 1,1997 $291,036.
Treasurer's Receipts
Tax Collector / Town Clerk
1996-97 Property Tax, int. & costs $ 8,77225
1996-97 Prop. Tax Interest 594.91
1996-97 Prop. Tax Costs & Fees 63.47
1997-98 Property Tax 342,038.27
1997-98 Prop. Tax Interest 966.47
Auto Excise 36,313.50
Boat Excise, Reg. & State Sales Tax 5,689.50
ATV Reg. 104.00
Snowmobile Reg. 78.00
Hunting & Fishing Licenses 1,013.50
Mooring & Rowboat Fees 4,130.00
Dog Licenses
Treausrer
1995-96 Tax Liens 1,823.13
1995-96 Tax Liens, Interest 336.67
1995-96 Tax Liens, Costs & Fees 204.24
1996-97 Tax Liens 3,632.43
1996-97 Tax Lien Interest 368.66
1996-97 Tax Lien Costs & Fees 172.70
S.H.I.P. (toS.H.I.P.) 4,461.35
(to Town) 372.00
State of Maine
Block Grant 13,764.00
Revenue Sharing 9,802.08
FEMA/MEMA (Ice Storm) 11,825.00
Snowmobile Reim. 42.00
Dog Fine 50.00
General Assistance Reim. 392.50
Plumbing Permits 1,148.00
Trash Stickers 2,055.00
Building Permits 760.00
Concealed Weapons Permits 50.00
Fire Station Fund savings Account 1,800.00
Fire Truck Fund Savings Account 6,707.00
Transfers to Checking
Municipal Sewage 1,749.83
Block Grant Savings 36,161.17
Fire Station Fund Savings 1,050.00
Fire Truck Fund Savings 3,600.00
400,295.87
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Miscellaneous
Union Trust (Fire Truck Loan) 45,000.00
Insurance Reim. & Dividends 1,027.00
Junkyard Permit 100.00
Frontiervision 497.50
Septic Install. Pymts. 1,025.10
Sales Tax Reim. 83.70
Sale of Seagraves Fire Truck 1,500.00
Donations/Gen. Ass.
Money from Gerald Perry's
relatives for burial 309.56
Permit Overpayment reim. 25.00
Sale of Stumpage 256.44
Sale of plowing equip. 1.00
New Town Office Donations & Supper 10,975.00
Fire Department Account
Nature Conservancy 75.00
Town of Sullivan 958.00
Incorrect payment reim. 33.02
County Ambulance 1,000.00
Sale of Fire Dept. Rowboat 350.00
Insurance Reim. 1,860.61
Reim of Federation Memberships 18.00
Doc’s 54.64
Sherwin-Williams credit refund 59.67
Interest Earned on Checking Account 3,904.03
Less Warrants 1 - 25 <719,763.95>
Less Checking Fees < 78.44>
171,441.03
<719,84239>
Balance 6/30/98 $ 93,888.74
Savings Acct. # 3804194 
Balance 7/1/97 
Deposits 
Interest 
Less Transfers 
Balance 6/30/98
SAVINGS ACCOUNTS
13,764.00
59.08
<36J.6.L17>
$68,205.67
$48,532.14
30
•I
Fire Truck Fund Acct. # 1852787
Balance7/l/97 $ 210.24
Deposits 7,157.00
Interest 59.08
Less Transfers <3,600.00>
Balance 6/30/98
I
$3,826.32
New Fire Station Fund Acct #3365913
Balance 7/1/97 $ 875.00
Deposits 1,800.00
Interest 30.86
Less Transfers <1,050.00>
Balance 6/30/98 $ 1,655.86
Municipal Sewage Acct. #0628090
Balance 7/1/97 $11,080.18
Deposits 2,295.00
Interest 296.57
Less Transfers <1,749.83>
Balance 6/30/98 $11,921.92
C.D.#55393
1
1
Deposit $50,000.00
Interest 615.81
Balance 6/30/98 $50,615.81
C.D.#55394
Deposit $50,000.00 l
Interest 00.00 l
Balance 6/30/98 $50,000.00
Maria R. Crabtree Fund
Balance 7/1/97 $ 561.70
Interest 13.66
Balance 6/30/98 $ 575.36
Balance 6/30/98 $ 575.36
Less Principal <125.00>
Less Interest <U M > t
Accumulated income $ 436.70
Respectfully submitted,
Esther L. Clement, Treasurer
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TAX COLLECTORS REPORT
July 1,1997 -June 30,1998
Committment $353,85125
Supplemental 28.40
$353,879.65
Taxes paid to June 30,1998 $342,676.09
Uncollected Taxes 10,400.90
Abatements 825.01
Adjustments <22.35>
$353,879.65
1997-98 Interest $ 966.47
1996-97 taxes 8.772.25
1996-97 interest 594.91
1996-97 costs 63.47
Automobile Excise $36,313.50
Boat Excise 3,835.50
Boat Registration 948.00
Boat Town Fee 126.00
Boat State Sales Tax 780.00
ATV Registrations 96.00
ATV Town Fee 8.00
Snowmobile Registration 75.00
Snowmobile Town Fee 3.00
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I1997-98 PROPERTY TAXES DUE AS OF 7/1/98
Andrews, Richard $ 105.20
Andrews, William & Joyce 205.66
Bierman, Leonard Earl 118.65
Clark, Joey 465.00
Curtis, Joel 193.00
*Gordon, Royce & Cheryl 218.07
*Guyette, Clement & Susan 2.37
*Guyette, Clement & Susan 526.81
Hastings, Kent S. & Jill 885.13
High, Judith M. 602.39
Lee, Edward F. & Clifford A. 1374.76
* Miller, Darleen Perry (Heirs) 620.14
Parker, Michael & Heather 1,489.46
Scott, Gail & Martha 401.83
Scott, Jeff 28.40
Singer, Andrew J. & Deborah E. 779.14
Welch, Earl Leonard III 428.72
Welch, Edward P. 374.14
Welch, Larry & Donna M. 921.52
*West, Karen 382.84
*West, Wilma 277.67
$ 10,400.90
* Paid after books closed
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TOWN CLERKS REPORT
7/1/97 to 6/30/98
Hunting and Fishing Licenses 1997 Licenses Sold 1998 Licenses Sold
Comb. Hunt/Fish
Hunting
Fishing
Archery
Salmon
Muzzle
Duplicate
Duck Stamp
Complimentary
Bear
Sm.Game
Monies collected - $ 1,013.50
Respectfully Submitted, 
Esther L. Clement 
Town Clerk
MOORING AND ROWBOAT FEES REPORT
July 1,1997-June 30,1998
Resident moorings, Sorrento Harbor 
Non-res. moorings, Sorrento Harbor 
Resident moorings, Eastem/Lower Harbor 
Non-Res. moorings, Eastem/Lower Harbor
Rowboats Paid
No Fee
Total monies collected for moorings !
Total monies collected for rowboats
Respectfully Submitted, 
Esther L. Clement 
Harbor Secretary
“M
TOWN CLERKS REPORT
Vital Statistics
Marriages - 7
John George Mickel, Sorrento, and Sandra Ann Lamb, Sorrento, 
in Ellsworth on June 13,1998
Ethan Van Stephenson, Wallingford, Vermont and Mildred Chloe Noyes, 
Wallingford, Vermont, in Sorrento on June 20,1998
!
i
Births - none 
Deaths - 3
Marion E. Welch, 85, on August 10,1997
in Bangor, Maine '
Newbold Noyes, Jr., 79, on December 18,1997 
in Sorrento
Gerald W. Perry, 75, on February 26,1998 
in Bangor, Maine
Respectfully Submitted, 
Esther L. Clement 
Town Clerk
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Dog License Report
7/1/97 to 6/30/98
1997 Licenses Sold 1998 Licenses Sold
Female 2 2
Spayed Female 0 37
Male 2 10
Neutered Male 0 21
Licenses $30.00 $322.00
Late Fees 3.00 57.00
Warrant Fees 20.00 100.00
Notice to Dog Owners or Keepers
Licenses are due on or before January 1 of every year on all dogs 6 months of age or older, 
or when dog becomes 6 months old. Proof of rabies immunity must be presented when applying 
for license. Proof of spaying or neutering must also be presented unless this is already on 
record in the Town Clerk's office.
Under State Law, an extra fee of $ 10.00 (per dog) will be paid by the owner if your name 
is put on the warrant in April 1999 and a warning letter is sent by the Town Clerk or Animal 
Control Officer.
Males/Females $7.50 Neutered/Spayed $4.00
Under State law, dogs licensed after January 31 will pay an extra $3.00 fee.
You may purchase the 1999 licenses as soon as I receive them in October 1998.
Respectfully Submitted, 
Esther L. Clement 
Town Clerk
Sorrento Animal Control Officer - Patricia Abbott, 422-9108
SORRENTO TIRE.PEEARIMEfll
In fiscal year 1997 - 1998, the Fire Department responded to 41 emergency 
incidents.
The volunteers, who are this Fire Department, again gave generously of their 
time, effort, and talents. They are special people that respond to danger at all hours of 
the day and night, to help their neighbors in need. So that we can be prepared, 
countless hours are spent in the classroom, in training, and maintaining the 
Department’s apparatus and equipment.
As planned, the Department has down-sized with regard to vehicles. This 
year, we removed from service and sold three vehicles; a tanker, and two very old and 
worn out pick-up trucks. Another vehicle was given back to the State Forestry Service. 
We currently have one last vehicle for sale, and a Forestry Service pump trailer. A 
small boat was also sold. The Department’s in-service apparatus consists of the 
pumper that we acquired last year, a reserve pumper, a tanker, a rescue-utility truck, 
and a brush track.
Sorrento Fire has a fire prevention program, a Junior Fire Fighter program, 
and an active auxiliary. Anyone who is interested in learning more about the Fire 
Department, or for any related questions, may call me anytime.
PROPOSED BUDGET JULY 1,1998 - JUNE 30,1999
Electric
Heat
Fuel
Phone (includes the current fire phone network)
Water
Dispatcher
Association dues / Publications 
Education
Vehicle and equipment maintenance and repairs
Self contained breathing apparatus maintenance
Personal Protective Equipment replacement
Radio maintenance / repair / replacement
Hose, fittings, appliance and equipment up-dates and replacements
Administrative ( postage, office supplies)
Medical ( Hepatitis B vaccinations)
2, 800.00
6, 800.00
400.00 
1, 000.00 
1, 000.00 
1, 200.00
330.00
750.00
500.00
1, 000.00 
1, 000.00 
1, 000.00
950.00
100.00 
L 400.00
$ 20,230.00
Respectfully submitted, 
John Mickel, 
Acting Fire Chief
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FIRE DEPARTMENT EMERGENCY NUMBER 422-3355 
FIRE DEPARTMENT NON-EMERGENCY NUMBER 422-2244
FOR BURN PERMITS:
PLEASE CALL Joey Clark 422-2305 or Mike Parker 422-6755
SORRENTO FIRE DEPARTMENT ROSTER
POSITION RADIO# NAME PHONE #
Acting Chief 801 Mickel, John 422-3118
Captain 803 Mike Parker 422-6755
Captain 804 Clement, Dwayne 422-3622
Chief Engineer 805 Clark, Joey 422-2305 
pager 758-5347
Fire Fighter 806 Bierman, Earl 422-6755
Fire Fighter 807 Noyes, Crosby 422-6769
Fire Fighter / Driver 808 Clement, Craig 422-3622
Fire Fighter 809 Parker, Shenon 422-6755
Fire Fighter 810 Whynott, Jamie 422-8981
Driver / Eng. 813 Trundy, Frank 422-3461
Driver / Eng. 815 Clark, C. W. 422-3356
Rehab 817 Andrews, Richard 422-3034
Fire Fighter 818 Mickel, Sandra 422-3118
Fire Fighter Trainee 819 Perry, Ben 422-9947
Fire Fighter
/ EMT/ EMS OFFICER
871 York, Gary 422-9915
Fire Fighter Trainee 872 Brian Clement 422-3622
Fire Fighter 
/SAFETY OFFICER
876 Perry, Dennis 422-9947
Fire Fighter 877 Mickel, Jon 422-3118
Jr. FF’er 878 Dedam, J. P 422-3219
Jr. FF’er 879 Mickel, Amy 422-3118
Clerk 899 High, Judy 422-3026
Inactive 890 Cuddy, John 422-3687
Inactive 891 Guyette, Tim 422-3908
Inactive 892 Guyette, Walter 422-3908
Inactive 893 Guyette, Clement 422-3518
Inactive 894 Guyette, Alan 422-3518
Inactive 895 Sutherland, Louis Jr. 422-6727
Inactive 896 Peterson, Lynn —
Inactive 898 Hastings, Kent 422-3128
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SORRENTO FIRE DEPARTMENT 
IN-SERVICE APPARATUS INVENTORY
i
Location Unit Description Onboard Water & 
Pump Size
Equipment
Station 1
(The Village Station)
Engine 821 
Tanker 832
1953 Mack 
1979 GMC
500 gal. tank & a 
750 gal/min pump 
2,000 gal. tank & a 
450 gal/min. pump
Hose, SCBA, ladders, tools
Folding dump tank, hose, 
forestry tanks, SCBA, tools
Station 2 
(Near C.B.)
Engine 824 1981 Pierce 1,500 gal. tank & a 
1,000 gal/min. pump
SCBA, PPV fan, foam and 
appliances, ventilation saw, 
tools, hose
Utility 845 1980 Ford N/A SCBA, command center, tools 
rescue equipment, medical 
equip., air bottle filling 
station, generator, lights
Brush Truck 846 1983 Foed 350 gal/min pump forestry hose, tanks, and tools
Sorrento Community Building Report 1998
The Community Building has been used frequently this year by Sorrento families, 
individuals and by various organization, such as the Sorrento Planning Board, Long Pond 
Water Company, Union 96 School District, the Sorrento Fire Department, Garden Club 
and Manna Community Suppers. It has been a wonderful resource for a variety of 
activities such as private parties, family reunions, baby showers, wedding receptions, and 
public suppers and children's activities. We are so fortunate to have this building in our 
town for everyone to benefit from.
We have been working on the inside o f the building, and you will notice that the 
interior has been repainted and the'folding corridors o f  doors have been removed. We 
hope to continue with the inside work and replace the back doors and refinish the wood 
floors. The foundation is now being redone and the outside will soon get a fresh coat o f 
paint. The gardens have had to wait until all the exterior work is finished.
The ice storm this year produced a variety o f ideas for equipping the building as a 
storm shelter for the town if we ever need to use it for this purpose. The committee is 
working on improvements to make the building prepared for emergency situations that 
may occur in the future.
Please continue to use this building and take part in promoting activities that will 
benefit our community. We invite you to attend the Community Building meetings with 
any ideas that you might have for the use o f this building.
Community Building Committee
Heather Parker
Virginia Guyette
Jill Hastings
Dwayne Clement
Diane Mickel
i
SORRENTO COMMUNITY BUILDING COMMITTEE
Checkbook Acct. #8503402
Beginning balance 7/1/97 $1,183.40
Expenditures
Staples (tables & chairs) $ 659.84
Brown's Appliance (burner bowls) 13.78
Dwight Freeman (partial painting inside) 500.00
Kitchen supplies 39.21
Dwayne Clement (change elec, devices) 206.30
<$1,419.13>
Resources
Town Account balance
fiscal year 7/1/96 to 6/30/97 $336.07
$336.07
Balance 6/30/98 $100.34
Respectfully submitted,
Dwayne B. Clement 
Treasurer
Sorrento Community Building Comm.
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Sorrento Scholarship Fund
The following students have received scholarship funds for the academic 
year of 1997-1998.
Ren Perry Shawn Murphy
Ryan Murphy Tiffani Hastings
Danielle Andrews Elizabeth Dedham
We continue to receive much needed support for our students. Since it's 
inception, the Sorrento Scholarship Fund has helped twenty two students 
defray the costs of continued education. We are thnkful for your 
contributions.
Crosby Noyes, President 
Diane Kovacs, Treasurer 
Ellen Devine, Secretary
Financial Statement
Balance January 1, 1997 $15,814.44
Income 
Donations 
Interest
Expenses
Scholarships Paid 3,000.00
Postage, etc. 66.86
Balance December 31, 1997 $17,074.21
4,150.00
T76.-63
Robert Marshall 
Helen Briggs
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Sorrento Public Library 
Sorrento, Maine 
Thursday, August 13, 1998
Proposed VIA Covenant on Safe Driving in Sorrento
We have received complaints of unsafe driving and/or driving at excessive speeds this summer, 
both within the village on Sorrento Point and on the roads leading to Route 1, and we know of 
specific incidents of unsafe driving.
The individuals responsible include both adults and young or newly licensed drivers.
Our top priority is the safety of all people in the community, and especially of children.
>
Therefore we come together and make our commitment to safer driving speeds, i.e., a maximum 
of the posted speed of 40 m.p.h. along Route 185 and on the West Shore Road, a maximum of 30 
m.p.h. near the hill at comer of Sorrento and Waukeeg Avenues, and a maximum of 20 m.p.h. at 
busy locations in the village, including Ocean Avenue near the Town Dock, the triangle at the 
intersection of Main Street and Ocean Avenue, and the intersection of Main Street and Waukeeg 
Avenue by the Post Office.
Furthermore we will communicate this Covenant to all drivers in our families.
We recognize that safe speed and driving are regulated by law, but we also believe that each 
driver is personally responsible for safe driving. We will abide with this covenant and help to 
make Sorrento a safer place for the entire community to live.
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SORRENTO PLANNING BOARD
FY 1997
Fifteen Shoreland Zoning Permits & Two CEO permits were granted:
5 - New Buildings 
3 - Decks 
1 - Forrest Harvest 
1 - Rip Rap 
1 - Paving 
1 - Shed
1 - Repairs to Footbridge 
1 - Remodeling 
1 - Addition
CEO
Thirteen permits were issued for Road Shoulder Fill 
when the DOT ditched Route 185.
Seven Public Utilities Permits for new Phone 
or Electric Services were signed.
911 ENHANCED
Barbara Mumane and Judy High deserve most of the credit for the street signs and 
numbers that are now beginning to be used in Sorrento.
This was no easy task, given the many times that information was sent to the state in 
Augusta and the U.S. Post Office in Portland for review and or approval. Many changes and 
corrections were made before it was finished. As needed, changes and additions will be made.
It may be some time before Enhanced 911 works in this state, but thanks to Barbara and 
Judy we will be ready.
In the meantime, still dial
667-7575 for Police
667-3200 for Ambulance
422-3355 for Fire Department
Respectfully submitted,
W. E. Guyette, Jr., Chair
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FRENCHMAN'S BAY LIBRARY
Some changes are being made inour library this year. Our books are all being reorganized 
and our non-fiction are being put into the Dewey Decimal System for more efficiency, there 
will be a special new area for children's books and more shelves have been built to 
accommodate them. We are purchasing more new books in all areas of interest and having 
some valuable old ones rebound. We also haope to continue to expand our collection of audio 
and video tapes.
Many people, both young and old, have found our computer a good source of aid for 
research and other information and our new copier is also being put to good use.
We are had a big book sale during Sullivan Daze this summer.
Our hours are: >
Tuesday 1:00 - 5:00 PM and 6:00 - 8:00 PM 
Thursday 1:00 - 5:00 PM 
Saturday 10:00 AM - 2:00 PM
All are always welcome.
Respectfully Submitted
By the Frenchman's Bay Library Committee
We are continuisly adding new books. Our new acquisitions from the past few months are:
NEW CHILDREN'S BOOKS April 1998
How Artists See Animals by Colleen Carroll 
How Artists See Weather by Colleen Carroll 
Kissing Hand by Audrey Penn 
The Great Corgiville Fair by Tasha Tuder
How Artists See Families by Colleen Carrol 
How Artists See Work by Colleen Carrol 
Old Black Flv by Jim Aylesworth 
The Mountain That LQve.d.aBjrdby AliceMcLerran
NEW ADULT BOOKS May 1998
At Home in Mitford by Jan Karon 
Don't Tell Dad by Peter Fonda 
Light in the Window by Jan Karon 
Patchwork Planet by Anne Tyler 
Return Journey by Maeve Binchy 
Talking to Heaven by James Praagh (nf)
Black Flower by Howard Bahr
Dr. Spock. An American Life by Thomas Maer
N is for Noose by Sue Grafton
The Pilot's Wife by Anita Shreve
A Short History of a Prince by Jane Hamilton
There Green Hills by Jan Karon
NEW BOOKS June, July 1998
Island Justice by Elizabeth Einthrop Low Country by Anne Rivers Siddons
Quite a Year for Plums by Bailey White Summer Sisters by Judy Blume
Point of Origin by Patricia Cornwell North by Now by W.D. Wetherall (nf)
Bingo Night at the Fire Hall by Barbara Holland The Most Wanted by Jaqueline Mitchard 
Happy Hats and Cool Capsto. Sew for the Entire Family by A. Hermanson (crafts)
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SORRENTO SHORELINE 
IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
The Shoreline Im provem ent Project is seem ingly dorm ant but is in 
reality  cautiously accum ulating funds before proceeding on to the next 
step. Funds are coming in through the sales o f  the Sorrento history book 
and through generous donations. When the balance is at an adequate level, 
progress will continue.
The beds on the town green are being w eeded on a volunteer basis. 
Thank you all who have pulled a single, or many, unwanted specimens from 
the rose and juniper bed surrounding the WWII monument. We optim is­
tically see the future with funds abundant enough to include maintenance.
The financial view reflects a whopping balance o f $ 1,915.10 as o f June 
30, 1998.
Thank you all for your continued support.
Sincerely,
Catherine Herson
July 1998
S.H.I.P.
SHORE LINE IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
July 1,1997 to June 30,1998
Previous balance $ 68.77
Resources
Yard sale & Placemats $3,571.35
T-Shirts 130.50
Books 259.50
Donations (William 0. Hunt &
Jeanette P. Hunt Foundation) 5.00,00 4,461.35
Expended
Newland Nursery (final) $2,296.00
A. Whitney (reim of bill paid) 100.00
A. Whitney (reim of bill paid) 319.02
A. Whitney (reim of bill paid) US,0.4 <2,893.28>
Balance 1,636,84
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THL SULLIVAN-SORRLNTO HISTORICAL SOCIETY 
ANNUAL RLPORT
The Sullivan-Sorrento Historical Society had an 
interesting program for 1997* In May, Carl Osgood 
reviewed his book The Tunk Pond Episode, and Mark 
Honey spoke on shipping in Hancock County in the 19th 
century. At the Sorrento Library, Jaylene Roths, in 
July, reviewed Charles W. Lliot’s story about John Gilley 
and then in August, Richard Chafee spoke on early Sorrento. 
Judge Herbert Silsby told about an early medical malpractice 
suit. He spoke at the Sorrento-Sullivan Recreation Center 
in September. Then in October the Society hosted the 
LightsOut meeting. Dr. Thomas Roderick of the Jackson 
Laboratory spoke on ''How Genetics, Genealogy and History 
Come Together''. It was a very successful year.
The Society's exhibit rooms at the Sorrento-Sullivan 
Recreation Center are open every Tuesday from 1:00 to 
3:00 PM. Meetings are held the third Wednesday of every 
month, May through September at 7:30 PM.
Respectfully submitted
Ha w ‘e3idemt
Sullivan-Sorrento Historical Society
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Long Pond W ater D istrict 
RR 1 Box 56E  
E. Sullivan, M e. 04607
Ph 207 422-3499
Report of the Long Pond Water District 
July 21. 1998
The District is in complete compliance with all State and Federal regulations.
Cloudy water problems caused by over aged transmission lines continue to 
occur, however with continued flushing, improvement has been noted. Application 
for the necessary funding to replace a great portion of the main transmission line 
has been made and approved under the State Revolving Fund program.
All year round residents are now metered as well as Sumner Memorial High
School.
Several changes were instituted this past year to better co-ordinate the 
operation of the District. All records are now at the Filtration Plant on the 
Ptinkinville Road and inquiries maybe directed to the Phone Nr. 422-3499.
Meetings of the Board of Trustees are held the 3rd Tuesday of each month 
at the Office in the filtration plant. Public attendance is encouraged. The annual 
meeting is the 3rd Tuesday in July and is usually held in the Sorrento Community 
building next to the new Town Office.
James E. Guyton 
Manager/Treasurer 
Long Pond Water District
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Long Pond Water District
Profit and Loss
January through December 1997
Jan - Dec "97
Ordinary Income/Expense 
Income
460 - Unmetered Water Revenue-Seasona
461 - Unmetered - Residential
461.2 • Unmetered - Commercial 
462.1 • Public Fire Protection 
4999 • Uncategortzed Income
Total Income
Expense
334 • Accounting Fees 
408 • Payroll Expenses 
410 • Taxes - Payroll
427 • Interest Expense
428 • AMORTIZATION 
436 • DEBT RETIRED
601.4 • Sal & Wages - Water Treat Oper 
601.6 • Sal 4 Wages - Trans 6 Dlst Oper
601.8 ■ Sal & Wages - Adm & Gen'l 
616 • Power
618 • Chemicals
620 ■ Materials & Supplies
633 ■ Legal Fees
636 • Cont Serv - Other
642 • Equipment Rental
660 • Automobile Expense
657 • Gen'l Liability Insurance
668 • Insurance Workmen's Comp
675.3 • Mlsc.- Water Tests
676.8 - Miscellaneous 
Bank Service Charges 
Gas
Licenses and Permits 
Postage and Delivery 
Telephone
676.8 * Miscellaneous - Other
Total 675.8 - Miscellaneous
680 ■ Line Repair 
6999 - Uncategorized Expenses 
Board E • Board Expense 
Dues & ■ Dues & Subscriptions 
Hydrant • Hydrant Repair 
Office ■ Office Supplies 
Repairs • Repairs & Maintenance
Total Expense
Net Ordinary Income
Other Income/Expense 
Other Income
416 - Rev Merch 6 Jobbing 
419 • Interest Income
Total Other Income
Other Expense
403 • Depreciation
Total Other Expense 
Net Other Income
Net Income -8,228.68
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Long Pond Water District
B alance S h eet
As of December 31,1997
ASSETS
Current Assets
Checking/Savings
131 ■ Checking
132 • Project Account 
136 • Savings
Total Checking/Savings
Accounts Receivable
141 • Accounts Receivable
Total Accounts Receivable
Other Current Assets
142 • Reserve For Bad Debts
145 • DUE FROM BONDING COMPANY 
151 • Materials And Supplies
Total Other Current Assets
Total Current Assets 
Fixed Assets
0334 • METERS & METERS INSTALLATIONS 
108 ■ Accumulated Depreciation
303 ■ Land
304 • Structures & Improv 
306 - Intakes
311 ■ Pumping Equipment 
320 • Water Treatment Qulpment
330 ■ Dlst. Reservoir & Sta...
331 - Distribution Mains 
333 - Services
335 • Hydrants 
343 • Tools
346 - Communication Equip
347 ■ Other Equipment
Total Fixed Assets
Other Assets
181 • Deferred Eng. Study
Total Other Assets 
TOTAL ASSETS
Dec 31, ’97
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LIABILITIES 4 EQUITY 
Liabilities
Current Liabilities 
Accounts Payable
2000 • Accounts Payable 20.103.61
Total Accounts Payable 20,103 61
Other Current Liabilities
237 • Accrued Interest 4,605.04
Total Other Current Liabilities 4,605.04
Total Current Liabilities 24,706.65
Long Term Liabilities
224 ■ FHA Project Loan 478,870.94
271 • Contributions 4  Aid 947,113.78
Total Long Term Liabilities 1,425,984.72
Total Liabilities
Equity
Net Income
214 • Approp Retained Earnings
215 • Unapprop Retained Earnings
1.450.693.37
-9,228.68
123.804.62
19,28941
3000 ■ Opening Bal Equity 
399 • P&L SUMMARY
Total Equity
Dec 31, ’97
-6,799.64
4,793.18
131,858 89
TOTAL LIABILITIES 4  EQUITY 1,682,552.26
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List of Taxpayers 
Town of Sorrento
Value of
Value of Value of Personal
Name Land Buildings Prop. Tax
I
Colleen Abbott (Heirs) 14800 117.07
Andrew H. & Beatrice W. Abbott 43700 82900 1,001.41
Jeff Abbott 31200 26000 452.45
Ronald L. & Patricia K. Alley 2500 63200 480.14
Robert & Katherine Althage 65600 90200 > 1,232.38
Robert & Mildred Anderson 98700 109900 1,650.03
William & Joyce Andrews 26000 205.66
Dorothy S. Andrews 29500 19100 344.88
Richard Andrews 5000 8300 105.20
Samuel C. & Linda M. Andrews 27100 120800 41400 1,497.36
Samuel C. & Linda Mae Andrews 32700 66200 782.30
Stewart Andrews 24000 24300 382.05
Thomas Andrews 28000 221.48
Hilda Antonetti 61300 55400 923.10
Deborah E. Ashe & Cheryl Kugel 29000 229.39
Francis & Jane Ballard 62300 67100 1,023.55
Francis & Jane Ballard 14800 117.07
Bangor Hydro-Electric 280300 2,217.17
Donal R. & Lee O. Barrett 44200 98800 1,131.13
Caroline Beckjord 126800 69200 1,550.36
Caroline Beckjord 61600 487.26
Bell,Graham,Wedderbom, Et A1 27100 214.36
Rodney O Bennett 119000 84900 1,612.85
Leonard Earl Bierman 15000 118.65
Daniel & Joyce L. Bierman 38300 119700 1,249.78
Daniel & Joyce L. Bierman 23500 185.89
Daniel & Joyce L. Bierman 5700 / 45.09
Julia H. & Sidney T. Bogardus 92100 63100 l 1,227.63
Dorothy M. Bohlin 28800 29200 458.78
Margaret D. Bowles 212800 147900 2,853.14
Mary J. Bowley 76100 47200 975.30
Steven Bracey 29600 49700 627.26
Prescott & Annette Briggs HI 34300 24900 468.27
Prescott & Helen Briggs, Jr. 75800 55700 1,040.17
Dorothy Brinton 309800 80600 3,088.06
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Value of
Value of Value of Persona]
Name Land Buildings Prop. Tax
James H. Bruenn, Et A1 121800 219900 2,702.85
Robert & Helen Buhner 66300 61100 1,007.73
Charles W. Bunker 43000 48300 722.18
Charles W. Bunker 10000 • 79.10
Winifred Buzzell 36800 22100 465.90
Laurence & Alice Cahill, Jr. 41400 43400 670.77
Laurence & Alice Cahill, Jr. 14000 110.74
Richard & Constance Cameron 77400 15900 738.00
John W. Campbell, Jr. 277100 234100 4,043.59
Hope Cushman Cape 44700 15800 478.56
Craig Dean Carlisle 59400 26200 677.10
Craig Dean Carlisle 7400 58.53
Kendall Dustan Carlisle 59400 26200 677.10
Kendall Dustan Carlisle 7400 58.53
Norman Carlisle 59400 26200 677.10
Norman Carlisle 7400 58.53
Norman Davis Carlisle, Jr. 59400 26200 677.10
Norman Davis Carlisle, Jr. 7400 58.53
Patricia Kamm Carlisle 59400 26200 677.10
Patricia Kamm Carlisle 7400 58.53
Pauline Carlisle 59400 26200 677.10
Pauline Carlisle 7400 58.53
Todd Roast Carlisle 59400 26200 677.10
Todd Roast Carlisle 7400 58.53
Chester & Linda Carter, Jr. 21900 49400 < 524.43
Charlotte C. Cefis 44700 15800 478.56
Dexter Chafee 153000 28100 1,432.50
John H. Chafee 68200 69900 1,092.37
John H. Chafee 8900 , 70.40
John H. Chafee & Susan C.Welch 62100 104600 1,318.60
Richard & Nathaniel Chafee 1400 11.07
Richard & Nathaniel Chafee 184600 118100 2,394.36
Richard & Nathaniel Chafee 12900 11300 191.42
Z. (Curtis) Chafee, HI 61800 59300 957.90
Z. (Curtis) Chafee, HI 61600 46600 855.86
Z. (Curtis) Chafee, HI 21100 166.90
Z. (Curtis) Chafee, HI 10600 83.85
Jocelyn Gamble Childs 112400 170200. 2,235.37
Church of the R 61100 106700 0.00
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Alison Montgomery Clark 52100 60100 887.50
Beth M. Clark 47300 132000 1,418.26
Bruce A. Clark 45300 74900 950.78
Joey Clark 18400 54500 576.64
Priscilla L.&Casper W. Clark 27700 58900 645.46
Ruth M. Clark 24400 500 196.96
Ruth M. Clark 103500 107300 1,627.88
Dwayne & Esther Clement 26300 53400 630.43
William Clark Clendaniel 77200 116900 1,535.33
Ralph Clifford Trust 18000 y 142.38
Ralph E. (Dev) Clifford 38700 46000 669.98
Joseph F. & Maryann B. Coffey 22000 174.02
John A. & Sheila D. Collins 117000 84800 1,596.24
Charles Colwell 35500 280.81
Charles Stuart Colwell 47500 375.73
Frank H. & Elizabeth C. Conway 61100 100000 1,274.30
Andrew Cook 123600 9300 1,051.24
Andrew Cook 700 5.54
Andrew Cook 400 3.16
Andrew Cook 29300 17300 368.61
Andrew Cook 13600 10700 192.21
Charles Cook 123600 9300 1,051.24
Charles Cook 700 5.54
Charles Cook 400 3.16
Charles Cook 29300 17300 368.61
Charles Cook 13600 10700 192.21
Sheila D. Cook 29300 17300 368.61
Sheila D. Cook 13600 10700 192.21
Sheila G. Cook 45300 25700 561.61
Sheila G. Cook 20900 16500 i 295.83
Sheila G. Cook 55100 6300 i 485.67
James E. & Virginia A. Corton 49800 89900 1,105.03
Joanne Cowen 35800 77900 899.37
Delores A. Craig 58400 461.94
Lorenzo Creamer 42100 333.01
Lorenzo Creamer 1000 7.91
Margaret Creamer 31300 3100 272.10
Margaret Creamer 16300 128.93
Margaret Creamer 29300 114500 1,097.91
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Margaret Creamer 11800 93.34
Joan P. Crothers (Trustee) 124800 90200 1,700.65
John A. Cuddy 41700 73200 908.86
Minnette Cummings, J. Bruenn 39600 313.24
Stephen H. Cummings 118400 128500 1,952.98
Arthur Curtis 70000 58200 974.51
Arthur Curtis 36600 289.51
Joel Curtis 3800 20600 193.00
John G. Cushman 44700 15800 478.56
Robert A. Cushman, Jr. 74900 592.46
Robert Cushman, Jr. 44700 15800 478.56
John Cushman & Heather Lawson 117000 404300 4,123.48
M.L.Lawrence & M.H. Czamiecki 48500 65900 904.90
Gerald & Martha Daley 37600 49900 692.13
Richard & Jane Davis 56100 80200 1,078.13
John J. & Constance Dedam 119200 80100 1,576.46
Cynthia Dobyns 61300 103500 1,303.57
George & Charlotte W. Draper 36600 72900 866.15
Emery Dunbar 28500 225.44
Dustin Inc. 247300 27900 2,176.83
Dustin Inc. 62900 137700 1,586.75
Dustin Inc. 120100 232200 2,786.69
Dustin Inc. 84700 202500 2,271.75
Thomas A. Edmundson 11900 94.13
Anthony C. & Rosa Lee Everitt 61000 64800 995.08
Bayard Ewing 17000 134.47
Bayard Ewing 154000 109300 2,082.70
Bayard C. Ewing 121200 69500 1,508.44
Bayard C. Ewing 10000 79.10
Gifford P. & Mary B. Ewing 38200 147400 1,468.10
Harriet Ewing 93100 5200 777.55
Harriet K. Ewing 16600 131.31
Winifred F. Ewing 103900 273700 2,986.82
Winifred F. Ewing 10000 79.10
Winifred F. Ewing 68000 38900 845.58
Winifred F. Ewing 17000 134.47
George F. Faella 80500 636.76
Joyce Hess Faella 105200 296900 3,180.61
Myles & Ruth E. Fenton 88600 78300 1,280.63
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Raymond E. & Ella C. Fenton 27200 69500 764.90
Edward & Ann Fox 61300 21300 653.37
FrontierVision 103900 821.85
George G. Fuller 58700 195200 2,008.35
Mary Galt 43800 113500 1,244.24
James & Alberta Gamble, Jr. 1300 10.28
James & Alberta Gamble, Jr. 700 5.54
John Gardner 112000 885.92
Arthur & Dorothy Gaudreau 31900 57800 709.53
Diana C. Gazis 30700 242.84
Diana C. Gazis 118400 45600 1,297.24
Paul D. Goodman 117000 180900 2,356.39
Royce & Cheryl Gordon 26000 59400 675.51
Brian J. & Patricia N. Gravit 26200 31500 456.41
Dudley Gray 42600 336.97
Susan S. Gristina 19600 155.04
Susan S.(Dr. Anthony) Gristina 58600 73900 1,048.08
Gloria Gunning 52200 19400 566.36
Richard Stephen Gurin 108000 63800 1,358.94
George F. Guyette 10100 79.89
Clement & Susan Guyette 300 2.37
Clement & Susan Guyette 24200 42400 526.81
Herbert Guyette (Heirs) 1100 8.70
Walter Guyette, Jr. 26200 61100 690.54
Walter Guyette, Jr. 12500 98.88
Guyette's, Inc. 37400 45800 815.52
Guyette's, Inc. 11200 88.59
Thomas R. Hahn 56000 442.96
Madeline H. Hamersley 117700 61900 1,420.64
Elliott & Helen Hammond 49800 89800 1,064.69
Karen Hancock 119400 80000 1,577.25
Robert E. Hannan 37400 89300 /• 1,002.20
Sturgis Haskins 19000 150.29
Reginald Haskins 93900 121100 1,700.65
Kent S. & Jill Hastings 26100 85300 500 885.13
Laureen E. Healey 23300 184.30
Peter C. & Catherine A. Herson 30700 87000 931.01
Elizabeth C. Heyward 94400 700 752.24
Jane Henderson Heyward 124000 41400 1,308.31
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Jane Henderson Heyward 150600 94700 1,940.32
Louisa S. & Nathalie N Heyward 47000 371.77
John E. High 17000 134.47
Judith M. High 8100 64.07
Judith M. High 32100 57300 707.15
Judith M. High 5000 39.55
Kenneth & Darlene Hills, Jr. 10900 86.22
Lloyd Hodgkins 59600 471.44
Leroy Jr. Hooper 24900 23400 382.05
Caroline P. Huber 80100 633.59
Michael W. Huber 323600 162600 3,845.84
Carolyn P. Huber 108600 859.03
Mary T. M. Huebner 121500 263600 3,046.14
Sarah Hull 30000 92000 965.02
Sarah Hull 117000 92400 1,656.35
Sarah Hull & John Gardner 61700 83400 1,147.74
Eleanor (Otis) Humphrey 84200 44300 1,016.44
Robert P. & Barbara B. Hunt 118100 238600 2,821.50
Robert P. & Barbara B. Hunt 16700 132.10
James A. & Jerry J. Jarombeck 28000 221.48
Judith Jellison 22600 65800 699.24
Frances W. Johnson 79300 197550 2,189.88
Harold D. Johnson 124700 47600 1,362.89
Kalil, Walter T. Jr. 198900 440800 35500 5,340.83
John H. Kennedy, Sr. 74900 144100 • 1,732.29
Marita Kilton 5000 45400 398.66
Marita E. Kilton 50500 16000 526.02
Donald & Linda Kimmelman 46200 70000 919.14
Stephen Krieger 13300 , 105.20
Stephen Krieger 47600 376.52
Cheryl Kugel 76700 143600 1,742.57
Philip B. & Ann S. Lape 75800 132500 1,647.65
Philip B. & Ann S. Lape 50100 396.29
William & Persis Laverack 227600 113200 2,695.73
Edward F. & Clifford A. Lee 55100 118700 1,374.76
Maude Leighton (HEIRS) 9700 76.73
Alida, Dora & Victoria Lewis 22100 174.81
Alida, Dora & Victoria Lewis 37600 297.42
Joseph H. Lewis 61000 101200 1,283.00
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Joseph H. & Hanne Lewis 10300 81.47
Lawrence Lewis 34500 136100 1,349.45
Ronald & Sandra P. Libby 27000 106500 1,055.99
A. Joseph Lipton 48500 139000 1,483.13
Marshall Louis 84100 11500 756.20
Barry L. & Cathy A. Malmrose 37700 150300 1,487.08
Robert A. & Nancy K. Marshall 39400 105200 1,143.79
Michael S. & Dorothy A. Mayzel 23100 182.72
Michael S. & Dorothy A. Mayzel 26700 51100 615.40
Stephen R. McMullen 84200 75000 15500 1,381.88
Stephen R. & Jane D. McMullen 46900 56200 815.52
Peter F. & Deborah N. Metzler 38600 62000 795.75
J. F. Meynell (Heirs) 61200 484.09
J. F. Meynell (Heirs) 17800 200 142.38
J. F. Meynell (Heirs) 14700 116.28
J. F. Meynell (Heirs) 19100 151.08
Paul D. Meynell 33800 31000 512.57
John G. & Diane E. Mickel 32900 48100 640.71
Darken Perry (Dev.) Miller 60700 17700 620.14
Patrick James & Diane Miller 25600 202.50
Francis L. Montgomery 52100 60100 887.50
Alvin M. & Ruth Moss 117000 46200 1,251.36
Alvin M. & Ruth Moss 11400 90.17
John P. & Barbara Anne Mumane 26000 104500 1,032.26
Dominic Musconi 28800 227.81
Paul S. & Ruth M. Neleski 31200 103900 1,068.64
Thomas R. & Judith W. Niblock 39100 50000 704.78
Wilma Nichols 65300 91400 1,239.50
Wilma Nichols 15700 124.19
Henry Noble 224800 127900 2,789.86
Letitia Hughson Noyes 118400 150500 2,127.00
Letitia Hughson Noyes 103000 814.73
Letitia Hughson Noyes 153700 80000 1,848.57
Crosby Noyes, Jr. 154600 156200 2,458.43
Crosby Noyes, Jr. 39800 314.82
Elizabeth Noyes 44800 354.37
Elizabeth Noyes 82600 33400 917.56
Crosby Noyes, Jr. 62100 22100 666.02
Newbold & Beatrice Noyes, Jr. 45000 355.95
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Newbold & Beatrice Noyes, Jr. 41300 29100 556.86
Newbold & Beatrice Noyes, Jr. 94000 137500 1,831.17
Charles & Natalie O'Connor 107500 150200 2,038.41
Charles & Natalie O'Connor 2300 18.19
OUeam Family Trust 24400 3300 219.11
OUeam Family Trust 48600 14100 495.96
John J. Osborn 48100 380.47
John J. Osborn 40700 1000 329.85
Harold K. & Brenda L. Page 24500 49700 586.92
Michael & Heather Parker 27500 154200 6600 1,489.45
Doris Pan- 33300 140400 1,373.97
Raymond J. & Barbara J. Payne 32600 1900 272.90
Leighton & Barbara Penry et al 31300 12900 349.62
Dennis & Joyce Perry 26000 73800 789.42
Dorothy Perry 35800 71200 846.37
Edgar E. & Dorothy Y. Perry 26600 11300 299.79
Gerald Perry 3700 29.27
Jane Ewing Philbrick 23000 181.93
Jane Ewing Philbrick 45400 43100 700.04
Jane Ewing Philbrick 5600 44.30
Luther Pinkham (Heirs) 15300 121.02
Pooh Investment 124000 52400 1,395.32
Pooh Investment 24100 190.63
Pooh Investment 120400 203300 2,560.47
Pooh Investment 58100 17600 * 598.79
Frank H. & Irene Preble 15300 77000 690.54
Frank H. & Irene Preble 5400 13200 147.13
Frank H. & Irene Preble 7400 58.53
Gerald A. H. & Mary J. Purslow 117800 330600 '3,546.84
Alan G. & Celian B. Putnam 25400 200.91
Alan G. & Celian B. Putnam 12500 98.88
Gilbert (Mrs.) Richardson 10000 79.10
Donald Richardson 22600 22500 356.74
Patricia E. (Peter) Richter 111300 82000 1,529.00
Frederick & Alice Robbins 127400 116900 1,932.41
Elizabeth Rowe 61800 33300 752.24
John Rowe 5600 44.30
Cheryl Rubin 44300 56500 757.78
Cheryl Rubin 15330 121.26
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Roxana Sanborn 59100 115800 1,383.46
Hazel Sandomire & Peter Richte 46900 31700 621.73
C. D. Sargent, Jr. 23300 45700 545.79
C. D. Sargent, Jr. 6700 53.00
C. D. & Alice Sargent, Jr. 31300 51600 655.74
Wellington & Natalie Sargent 24900 196.96
Alvin B. & Margaret W. Scott 58100 69000 1,005.36
Gail & Martha Scott 29600 21200 401.83
Robert F. & Donna D. Scott 32200 192700 1,778.96
David E. & Jeanne D. Sedgwick 128200 159600 2,276.50
David E. & Jeanne D. Sedgwick 64400 509.40
T. A. & Joan P. Sgouros 75800 74000 1,184.92
Henry & Peggy Boyd Sharpe, Jr. 21000 166.11
Henry & Peggy Boyd Sharpe, Jr. 135200 433700 4,500.00
Andrew J. & Deborah E. Singer 21800 76700 779.14
Julia L. SokolofT 117700 117800 1,862.81
Part 1 Sorrento Family 70100 71100 1,116.89
Part 2 Sorrento Family 112700 90900 1,610.48
Sorrento Co. Inc. 4100 32.43
Sorrento Co. Inc. 199800 1,580.42
Sorrento Co. Inc. 21600 170.86
Sorrento V.I.A. 119800 38300 1,250.57
Sorrento V.I.A. 388600 173000 7500 4,501.58
Sorrento V.I.A. 63800 48900 891.46
Letia & Albert D. Spain, Jr. 26700 29600 445.33
Letia & Albert D. Spain, Jr. 26400 208.82
Stephen D. & Kevin D. Spain 62500 58700 958.69
Herman R. Starkweather 26500 23800 358.32
Wentworth L. & Betty L. Stone 27800 85600 857.44
Louis & Penelope Sutherland,Jr 30000 170300 1,584.37
Louis & Nadine Sutherland, Sr. 111300 100800 1,677.71
James & Mary Swartzmiller 57200 171700
/ 1,810.60
Michael N. & Stella C. Swiszcz 33500 60000 739.59
Michael R.Tansey & M. A. Solet 33000 95700 1,018.02
Diana L. Tesson 25500 201.71
Donald & Joyce C. Thatcher 26500 62900 707.15
Ellen Tillinghast 21800 1600 185.09
Ellen Tillinghast 64200 43600 852.70
Ellen Tillinghast 16300 6400 179.56
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Treasure Point Association 72500 11000 660.49
Frank Trundy, Jr. 84200 76000 7400 1,325.72
Frank & Nancy L. Trundy, Jr. 4200 33.22
Robert L. & Sarah H. Tukey 13400 105.99
Robert L. & Sarah H. Tukey 33000 61100 744.33
Robert L. & Sarah H. Tukey 1600 12.66
Wellington VanDeveer 11800 93.34
Wellington VanDeveer 304000 285400 4,662.15
VanDusen Family 132800 47300 1,424.59
Fordyce E. Van Winkle 88600 63600 1,203.90
Denis & Ruth D. Vibert 48715 67100 916.10
James B. & Jacquelyn R. Wagner 36600 61400 775.18
Mark F. & Lisa M. Wamsley 26000 52700 622.52
George Webber 128500 46200 1,381.88
George Webber 39800 314.82
John Cames Weeks et al 42100 125100 1,322.55
Duncan & Tom Welch 14900 117.86
William Welch Family Partners 121200 80700 1,597.03
Earl Jr. Welch 38200 75800 901.74
Earl Welch, Jr. 33200 76700 869.31
Earl L. & Gladys Welch, Jr. 21800 172.44
Earl Leonard Welch HI 26000 28200 428.72
Edward P. Welch 18900 28400 374.14
Hilly Welch 32300 42600 592.46
Larry & Donna M. Welch 26100 90400 . 921.52
Marion Welch 9900 78.31
Marion Welch 17000 134.47
Marion Welch 31000 65800 765.69
Alice N. Wellman 65000 103900 1,336.00
Alice N. Wellman 7900 2500 82.26
Alice N. Wellman 22600 178.77
David Wellman 15800 124.98
Cassilena West 36900 51200 696.87
James W. & Averill M. West 77700 118400 1,551.15
Karen West 26500 21900 382.84
Robert & Elizabeth West 53500 47000 794.96
Robert A. & Elizabeth A. West 10400 82.26
Robert A. & Elizabeth A. West 117600 51100 1,334.42
Wilma West 60000 51400 881.17
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Omar Sr. & Pauline Whalen 26300 72900 784.67
David A. & Susan Wheatland 117700 126500 1,931.62
Richard Wheatland 22000 174.02
Richard Wheatland 119800 76300 1,551.15
Richard Wheatland 118400 153200 2,148.36
Sarah M. Wheatland 77900 616.19
Stephen Wheatland (Estate) 22900 10300 262.61
Thelma H. White 105200 118300 1,767.89
Charlotte Rice Wilbur 54300 429.51
Charlotte Rice Wilbur 13200 104.41
Alexandria E. Wiles 28800 25600 430.30
Audrey Donnell Willis 11000 87.01
Thomas Willis 3900 30.85
Robert Y. & Janet L. Wilpan 38600 25700 508.61
Mrs.Phillip Wilson, Jr. 126800 174200 2,380.91
William M. Wise 118700 206800 2,535.16
Harriet E.Woodsum 49700 161000 1,666.64
Roger W. & Linda L. Woodworth 33800 67100 798.12
Gary & Fona York 2500 33100 281.60
Doris Anne Younger 98700 49300 1,170.68
Stephen & Prudence M. Younger 26200 89400 914.40
Richard M. & Toby R. Zabot 51900 98800 1,192.04
David L. & Julie 0. Ziska 76300 175200 1,989.37
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The Warrant
Hancock, SS State of Maine
To: Residents in the Town of Sorrento, in the County of Hancock
Greeting:
In the name of the State of Maine you are hereby required to notify and warn 
the inhabitants of the Town of Sorrento, in said county qualified by law to vote in 
Town affairs, to meet at the Sorrento Town Hall on Monday the 14th day of 
September, A.D. 1998 at 2 o’clock in the afternoon then and there to act on Articles 
numbered 1 and 2.
And to notify and warn said voters to meet at the Sorrento Community Building on 
Tuesday the 15th day of September, A.D. 1998, then and there to act on Articles 
numbered 3 through 29, all of said Articles being set out below, to wit:
1. To elect a moderator.
2. To elect by Australian Ballot the following officers: One Selectperson for three 
years; one Tax Collector, Treasurer , Town Clerk for one year; one Fire Chief 
for one year; one School Board Member for three years and one Road 
Commisioner for one year.
The polls will open 2:00 pm and close at 7:00 pm at the Sorrento Town Hall.
3. To set compensation for the following offices:
Recommend:
Selectpersons $2,900 2,500 and 2,500.
Tax Collector, Treasure, Town Clerk $11,500
Fire Chief $1,650
Road Commissioner State Wages
4. To elect 3 assessors and 3 general assistance officers and set 
compensation.
5. To elect Directors for the Sorrento Community Building, to serve for 1 year.
6. To see what date the Town will set when taxes shall be due and payable, 
and to see what rate of interest the Town will set to be charged on said 
taxes unpaid after said date.
Recommend: November 30, 1998 and 10% interest.
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7. To see what sums of money the Town will vote to raise and appropriate in 
the following categories for the 1998-99 fiscal year.
Recommend:
Administration $36,000
Bond Issue payment and interest 10,700
Fire Department 20,230
Insurance 10,000
Town Roads 10,000
Public Safety 1,250
Street Lights 4,000
Stockpile and repairs 13,000 (from surplus)
Trash disposal/recycling/Brush Disposal 16,500
General Assistance 2,000
Harbor and town pier 6,500 (from Sinking fund)
Repairs to Town property 15,000
Snowplowing and sanding 23,300 ( from surplus)
Hydrants 23,400
County Ambulance 1,180
Village Green 600
Municipal Sewage 400
Animal Welfare 500
Sorrento Planning Board / HCPC 1,250
Fire Truck Loan 8,900
Sorrento-Sullivan Recreation Center 200
To see what sums of money the Town will vote to raise and appropriate for 
the following charities:
Request:
Detour 96 $ 100
Combat 50
Downeast Aids Network 150
Downeast Horizons 750
Eastern Task Force on Aging 100
Ellsworth Public Library 1155
50
300
Frenchman’s Bay Library
Grand Auditorium
Maine Coast Memorial Hospital 370
Hancock County Soil and Water 150
Maine Publicity Bureau 140
'Sorrento Scholarship Fund 2,000
Sorrento-Sullivan Historical Society 500
Little League 300
Washington-Hancock Community Agency 308
Loaves & Fishes Pantry 500
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Charities continued
YMCA (Downeast Family)
YMCA Summer Program 
Community Health & Counseling 
Coastal Acadia Developmental Corp. 
Doans Point Cemetary Corp
725
1,000
302
200
500
9. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to appropriate and 
expend up to $18,000 from the State Aid Block Grant to repair, resurface 
and rebuild town roads.
11. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from surplus $7,325 to cover 
expenses which were necessaiy to complete the new Town Hall building.
12. To see if the Town will raise and appropriate $5,000 for the Sorrento 
Community Building: $3,000 to cover running expenses and $2,000 to be 
transferred into the Community Building Committee’s checkbook. This sum 
will be used by the Community Building Committee for improvements along 
with the donations that come in.
13. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate from surplus $4,800 to purchase a 
new photocopier machine for the Town Office.
14. To see if the Town of Sorrento would raise and appropriate $2,500 to help 
repair the athletic field at Mountain View School. This would match Sullivan’s 
donation.
15. Shall the Town vote to accept the private road name of Short Lane?
16. To see if the Town will vote to abandon a portion of Beech Street from the 
Gazis and Bogardus & Hunt driveways to Bayview Avenue.
17. To see if the Town will vote to abandon a street called Old Waukeag Avenue 
allowing the abutting property owners to aquire from the Town a portion of the 
road to the center line.
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18 To see if the Town will vote to abandon a street called Cambride Street allowing 
the abutting property owners to aquire from the Town a portion of the road to 
the center line. Property owners of Map 15 Lot 30 and 37 are to allow Deeded 
Right of Way over their aquired property.
19 To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following ordinance:
I
It is declared to be the policy of the Town of Sorrento to prevent discrimination 
in employment, town services, housing, access to public accomodations and 
education on account of sexual orientation. This article does not apply to a 
religious organization or require any form of affirmative action based on sexual 
orientation.
20 To see if the Town will vote to accept donations to service the Sorrento Senior 
Citizens Committee, a non-profit organization promoting nutrition and health 
issues.
21. To see if the Town will dedicate Hamilton Park, Map 9 Lot 4, with the intent of 
restoring it through volunteer labor and donations.
22. To see if the Town will vote to approve the following amendments to the 
Sorrento Harbor Ordinace:
8. Fees
8.3 Fees must be paid by August 15.
10. Penalties
C. Failure to pay Harbor fees will result in denial of all future harbor 
permits.
23. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to accept for the Town 
gifts or grants of monies fron Federal or private sources.
24. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to dispose of all property 
held by tax liens on such terms as they deem advisable, and execute quit 
claim deeds for such property providing any such sale is advertised in the 
Ellsworth American for 30 days prior to such sale so that all may have an 
opportunity to bid on same.
25. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the selectmen to spend an 
amount not to exceed 1/4 of the budgeted amount in each budget category
of the 1997-98 fiscal year during the period July 1, 1998 until the 1999 annual 
town meeting.
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26. To see if the Town will vote to appropriate $3,000 from Surplus and $1,600 
from the “New Fire Staion Fund”, more or less, to add an extention to the back 
of the Fire Station which is near the Community Building
27. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to return any operating 
surplus from the Fire Department back to the Fire Truck Fund.
28. To see if the Town will authorize the Fire Department, with the select­
men’s approval to dispose of surplus capital equipment in a manner that 
best benefits the Fire Department. The proceeds, if any, will be deposited in 
the Fire Truck Fund to be used, along with any donations, to upgrade or 
replace the equipment for the Fire Department.
29. To see if the Town will vote to adjourn the meeting.
The Selectmen hereby give notice that they will be in session at 
the Community Building at 7 o’clock in the evening on Tuesday, September 15, 1998.
Louis Sutherland 
Robert Wilpan 
Constance Dedam
Selectpersons o f  Sorrento
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MAINE MODERATORS MANUAL 
RULES OF PROCEDURE
(Revised 1950)
i
L
'Type of Motion Secon dR eq u ired D e b a ta b le Am endable
M a jo rity
V o te
R e co n  - 
s id e red Other
Adjourn (sine die) yes no no yes no C
Amend yes yes yes yes yes D
Appeal yes yes no yes yes A
Limit Debate yes no yes 2/3 yes
Voting Method yes no no yes no A
Main Motion yes yes yes yes yes D
Nominations no no no N/A no
Postpone to 
Time Certain yes yes yes yes yes D
Previous Question yes no no 2/3 no D
Recess or Adjourn 
to Time Certain yes yes yes yes no D
Reconsider yes yes no yes no A,B
Take up Out of Order yes yes no 2/3 no/
Withdraw a Motion no no no yes C
H '
Yes - this action is required or permitted
No - this action cannot be taken or is unnecessary
A - this motion may be made when another motion has the floor
B - this motion may only be made by a person who voted on the prevailing side
C - A negative vote only on this motion may be reconsidered
D - See text (Priority of Motions)
1i
